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Option Price Quotes



Reading the Quotes

Bid and Askare what themarket makeris willing to buy and
sell at now. TheLastsales price is usually between them.
Volumeis the number of transactions in the option that day.
Open interestcounts the number of contracts that have been
issued to date which have not yet been offset/closed out.
Option prices decrease (increase) with respect to strike price
for calls (puts).



Factors Affecting Option Prices

1. The current stock priceS0.

2. The option strike priceK.

3. The time to expirationT .

4. The volatility of the stock priceσ.

5. The risk-free interest rater.

6. The value of dividends expected during the life of the
option.



Impact on Option Prices

Suppose each relevant factor increased in isolation. How does
that impact the value of anAmerican option?

variable call put
stock price + –
strike price – +
expiration date + +
volatility + +
risk-free rate + –
dividends – +



Impact of Rate Changes?

The confusing one is the impact of increasing the risk-free
rate. If interest increasesindependently of stock price, the
present cost (value) of my call purchase (put sale) in the future
decreases – good for call, bad for put.
In practice, when interest rates go up usually stock prices
down, so a rate increase is bad for a call and good for a put.
The only change with European option prices are that there
is no certain relationship with expiration date – for example,
increasingT might cover an extra dividend payment.



Upper/Lower Bounds on European Option
Prices

Let p andc be the value of European put and call options.
We assume no stocks pay dividends.
Since an option to buy a share of stock at any positive price
cannot be worth more than the value of the share, soc ≤ S0.
Since an option to sell a share of stock at the strike price
cannot be worth more than the strike price, sop ≤ K.
Since the European option is worth at mostK at maturity,
it cannot be worth more than the discounted value of this
amount, sop ≤ Ke−rT .



Better Bounds by Arbitrage Arguments

Portfolio A consists of a European call option for one share
atK plusKe−rT worth of cash to execute it at timeT .
At time T , this is worthST if ST > K, or K if K > ST and
we don’t buy the option, or in other wordsmax(ST , K).
Portfolio B consists of one share, and will be worthST at
timeT .
ThatA is worth more thanB at timeT , impliesA is worth
more thanB now since otherwise an arbitrage possibility
exists.
Thusc + Ke−rT ≥ S0. Since no option can have negative
value,

c ≥ max(S0 − Ke−rT , 0)



Lower Bound on Puts

A similar argument for puts shows that

p ≥ max(Ke−rT
− S0, 0)

PortfolioA consists of a European put option for one share at
K at timeT plus one share.
At time T , this is worthST if ST > K, or K if K > ST and
we don’t buy the option, or in other wordsmax(ST , K).
PortfolioB consists ofKe−rT worth of cash
ThatA is worth more thanB at timeT , impliesA is worth
more thanB now since otherwise an arbitrage possibility
exists.
Thusp + S0 ≥ Ke−rT .



Put-Call Parity

In fact, there is a tightput-call parity relationship between
the value of a European put and call. Consider the following
portfolios:
Portfolio A consists of a European call option for one share
plus Ke−rT worth of cash to execute it at timeT , worth
max(ST , K) at timeT by our previous arguments.
Portfolio C consists of a European put option plus one share
of stock, also worthmax(ST ,K) at timeT .
Since they have equal value then they must have equal value
now, so

c + Ke−rT = p + S0



What About American Options?

Similar but weaker bounds hold for American options

S0 − K ≤ C − P ≤ S0 − KerT

The gap here is associated with the observation that one can
execute an American option immediately, but the holder of a
European option cannot cash in until timeT , when it will be
discounted.
Empirical results basically support the bound on over
reasonable time scales to the resolution of transaction costs.



Another View of Put-Call Parity

Suppose I buy a call optionand sell a put option, both at
strike priceK and expiration timeT .
The sum of these two payoff functions is linear, just like
owning a share! The curve is shifted so profit is zero atK,
however.
The payoff atT is ST − K. Discounting this to the present
gives

c − p = S0 − Ke−rT

or
c + Ke−rT = p + S0


